Eighteenth-century European science set out to codify common assumptions about dark male bodies; indeed, science began to recodify these assumptions since the efforts made during the 1700s were not new. Scientists undertook this recodification by providing a precise vocabulary to talk about racial difference and about the process of racial differentiation and by circumscribing black corporeality within a particular modality. Although scientific racism and racialism have led to a particularized reading, what one might label a "misreading," of all bodies of color and certain marginalized white male bodies, I focus on the black male body because of its axial role in the history of science and thus in the narrative of whitesupremacist patriarchy. Eighteenth-century science set out to illustrate natural law by establishing biological differences between different (i.e., black and white) bodies and by proving that these "natural" differences explain the differences between the races and between the civilized and the primitive.
those of Caucasian women who had born many children." 1 Moreover, science was obsessed with black men and white women because they threatened white men with demands for political enfranchisement, although the threat was not articulated as such or even experienced as a threat at particular historical moments. However, the efforts to delineate race and gender were rooted in a desire to establish certain relations of power, however obliquely this desire may have been articulated. Although I am highlighting only black male bodies and black masculinity, scientific discourses on race and gender intersected, reinforcing each other in such a way that femininity and women's bodies, both white and nonwhite, are necessarily implicated in any theory about black masculinity that emerged at the time. This intersection was not always deliberate or apparent since discourses on race and gender were at times written and read as separate literatures. Today, in the wake of Foucault's notion of "political anatomy," many scholars have written extensively about the intersection of the scientific literatures on race and gender. Perhaps the first book to result from the dissection of African bodies of both sexes was written by a German anatomist who had received black bodies from a colony of Africans established near Frankfort in the 1780s. This text, whose English title might be translated as The Nature of the Physical Differences between Negroes (Moors) and Europeans (1784), presented an image of, and therein established a "truth" about, black male bodies that went unchallenged until well into the nineteenth century.
